Peer navigation in African American breast cancer survivors
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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to explore the feasibility and acceptability of a peer navigation survivorship program for African American (AA) breast cancer survivors (BCS) and its potential effects on selected short-term outcomes according to the Quality of Life Model Applied to Cancer Survivors.

Methods: An AA BCS who completed treatment over 1 year prior to the study was trained as a peer navigator (PN), and then paired with AA women completing primary breast cancer treatment (n=4) for 2 months. This mixed-methods, proof of concept study utilized a convergent parallel approach to explore feasibility and investigate whether changes in scores are favorable using interviews and self-administered questionnaires.

Results: Results indicate that the PN intervention was acceptable by both PN and BCS, and was feasible in outcomes of recruitment, cost, and time requirements. Improvements in symptom distress, perceived support from God, and preparedness for recovery outcomes were observed over time. Qualitative analysis revealed six themes emerging from BCS interviews: “learning to ask the right questions”, “start living life again”, “shifting my perspective”, “wanting to give back”, “home visits are powerful”, and “we both have a journey”: support from someone who has been there.

Conclusion: Results support current literature indicating that AA women who have survived breast cancer can be an important source of support, knowledge, and motivation for those completing breast cancer treatment. Areas for future research include standardization of training and larger randomized trials of PN intervention.

Implications for cancer survivors: The transition from breast cancer patient to survivor is a period when there can be a loss of safety net concurrent with persistent support needs. AA cancer survivors can benefit from culturally tailored support and services after treatment for breast cancer. With further testing, this PN intervention may aid in decreasing general symptom distress and increase readiness for recovery post-treatment.
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Background
Breast cancer is the most common cancer among African American (AA) women, and the survival rate is 78%, 1 with an estimated 2.9 million AA breast cancer survivors (BCSs) in the US. 2 AA women who have survived cancer often receive post-cancer treatment care that is characterized by disparities in services. While diagnosis and treatment-related disparities experienced by racial and ethnic minorities have been characterized and include lack of culturally appropriate care, timeliness of diagnosis, and effectiveness of treatment, 3 less is known about disparities experienced after treatment completion. AA women do continue to report receiving little information about
subsequent self-management, sequelae, peer support, and other social, material, and emotional resources. AA women also experience a decreased level of functional health post-cancer diagnosis, and have an increased risk of late diagnosis of recurrence and second primary cancers, highlighting the potential need for tailored post-treatment interventions. While there is growing literature on survivor interventions, few are focused on AA women who may have unique needs for support after treatment.

Survivorship definition
The National Coalition of Cancer Survivors proposed that from the time of diagnosis and for the balance of life, a person diagnosed with cancer is a survivor, yet others focus on survivorship beginning at the completion of primary treatment up to end-of-life care. Due to the limited research that has been conducted with AA BCSs after treatment and because differences have been observed when comparing quality of life (QOL) in AA women during and after treatment, for the purpose of this study, the operational definition of a cancer survivor is from completion of primary treatment to end-of-life.

Cancer survivorship intervention strategies: patient navigation and peer navigation
To date, there are increasing studies testing interventions for post-treatment cancer survivors, but few have focused on AA BCSs. One novel intervention strategy may be patient navigation using a peer mentoring approach. Navigation is a concept that encompasses many different roles and functions, filled by a variety of individuals, including nurses, social workers, peer supporters, and lay individuals. Survivor stories could be effective messages, and increasing attention is placed on BCSs as an important group for support and motivation. Cancer survivors can play a vital role as messengers of hope and information, and as advocates for prevention and continued screening, though their role as peer navigators (PNs) for BCSs requires investigation. Follow-up care for AA BCSs may benefit from navigation efforts; however, to date, patient navigation in cancer care for AAs has typically focused on access to services, screening, and treatment.

The current study evaluated the feasibility of training AA BCSs (greater than 1-year post-treatment) as PNs to other AA BCSs completing treatment, and the impact of this pilot peer navigation intervention on multidimensional QOL outcomes in AA BCSs. Specifically, we developed an intervention using a community-based AA BCS as PN to provide social support, information/education, and resources, with the goal of reducing social isolation and improving adherence to evidence-based follow up with medical care appointments, QOL, preparedness for recovery, and perspectives of support from God. Before a definitive efficacy study, this preliminary study enabled us to refine the intervention protocol, demonstrate feasibility of the intervention, and obtain preliminary evidence that the intervention might be effective. We evaluated the training, intervention implementation, and measurement protocols; evaluated feasibility and acceptability of the proposed intervention; and ascertained whether changes in scores were favorable. The study explored an AA BCS PN intervention through a 2-month "proof of concept" (POC) trial (BCSs n=4).

Methods
Study overview
This mixed-methods, POC study employed a convergent parallel approach design to develop and test the feasibility of a survivorship PN program for AA BCSs and its potential effects on selected outcomes. A POC study is a short and/ or incomplete realization of a certain method or idea to demonstrate its feasibility, whose purpose is to verify that some concept or theory is probably capable of being useful. The POC is advantageous as an approach to investigate the feasibility of an intervention using a very simplified study design and lower number of subjects, thus reducing the amount of control required and time. A convergent parallel approach involves simultaneous collection of qualitative and quantitative data, followed by subsequent merging of multiple data sources.

Theoretical framework
The dynamic social impact theory (DSIT) guided the PN intervention. Nowak et al developed the DSIT based on Latane’s theory of social impact, which defines social impact as influence on one’s thoughts, feelings, or behaviors, exerted by the presence or actions of others. The DSIT carries this idea further, postulating that communication can better influence behavior change in an individual when the communication is similar and credible. The communication must be socially immediate and culturally relevant. Guided by the DSIT, our program trained a PN in cultural appropriateness, effective communication, and issues specific to AA BCSs.

PN intervention
This 2-month intervention paired a trained AA BCS with AA women completing primary treatment for breast cancer.
Month 1 of the program consisted of weekly PN visits at the home of the BCS. Each week, the PN performed health teaching in one of the four domains of the QOL Model Applied to Cancer Survivors.\textsuperscript{21} Ferrell et al\textsuperscript{21} created and validated the model through studies of bone marrow transplant survivors and BCSs. This model delineates four domains, including physical, psychological, social, and spiritual well-being. To truly address QOL in AA BCSs, one must consider all domains in concert. Utilizing the QOL model in the current intervention, all four domains are represented in both topics of each PN-BCS session; study-outcome measurements were in each domain, and were assessed at baseline and post-intervention. Figure 1 depicts study outcomes in each of the domains of the QOL Model Applied to Cancer Survivors.

The PN also aided the BCSs in setting self-identified weekly goals such as social interactions, stress-relief techniques, and making provider appointments, and then discussed barriers and challenges experienced in meeting each goal. Month 2 of the PN program consisted of weekly phone calls by the PN. These unstructured phone calls allowed the BCSs an opportunity to voice any issues or concerns present. The PN was also available for other phone calls during both months of the study, as needed by the BCSs. Table 1 details intervention components with targeted QOL outcomes and domains.

### PN recruitment

Breast cancer experts in the community and the National Witness Project – a faith-based community group using survivors to increase cancer screening among AA women – provided information to AA BCSs who were at least 1-year post-treatment and could potentially be hired as PNs. Navigator selection involved an interview with the primary investigator (PI) to determine appropriateness of the navigator “candidate”. A PN was selected based upon predefined criteria, which included being highly motivated, having cell phone access, being able to work with BCSs, and being willing to complete the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI Program) training per protocol. One PN who met all criteria was hired as a temporary research assistant and worked with all four BCSs throughout the 2-month navigation program. The PN was interviewed at the conclusion of the intervention for quality improvement/process evaluation. Table 2 details the PN’s training and responsibilities.

### Training curriculum

A training manual and protocol were developed through communication with AA breast cancer survivorship experts, literature review, consultation with existing program coordinators, and previous qualitative study results, and was adapted from the Survivors In Spirit and National Cancer Institute’s Patient Navigation Training Programs.\textsuperscript{22,23} Content included information on breast cancer survivorship, health disparities, barriers to care in AA women, cultural considerations, the role of a PN, and problem-solving and advocacy skills. In addition, the curriculum included content on establishing effective interpersonal skills such as understanding the language and cultural beliefs of patients, communicating with the...
interdisciplinary team and establishing trust with the BCSs, as well as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) privacy considerations. Effective communication with the interdisciplinary healthcare team has been previously cited as a challenge of PN-program implementation, and problem-solving-strategies training addressed potential interactions with medical teams. Knowledge and skills were assessed in the PN with a post-test survey and evaluation of role-playing exercises during training sessions.

### BCS sample

BCS participants were AA women in the Buffalo, NY area; with a diagnosis of stages I, II, or III breast cancer; ages 18–75 years; who completed treatment within a month prior to study enrollment; had no self-reported history of anxiety, depression, or mental health diagnosis, or reported substance abuse on interview; and were English speaking. Subjects were excluded if they had metastatic disease, recurrent breast cancer, or other primary cancers.

### BCS recruitment

A purposeful sampling technique was employed, targeting AA women who were completing active treatment (chemotherapy, radiation, or surgery) at the time of enrollment in navigation. Support group and community leaders in Buffalo, NY that the PI had already established relationships with in previous research agreed to provide potential participants with information about the study. Brief written details about the study were provided by the PI, with two options to learn more about the study: 1) information flyer with instructions to call the PI to gain more information; or 2) agree to be contacted by PI by email or phone. Additionally, flyers with study team contact information were posted in local settings likely frequented by AA BCSs. Participants were screened for eligibility using inclusion criteria questions. No medical records were reviewed to identify potential participants, as this was a community-based study. Participants were compensated with local store gift cards at the completion of the navigation program.

### Table 1 Intervention components and targeted outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention component (or curriculum module)</th>
<th>Intervention content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social concerns</td>
<td>Social support needs after treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interactions with health care provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resources available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical concerns</td>
<td>Common physical complaints after treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late versus long-term side effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breast cancer recurrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resources available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Follow-up care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions to ask provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional concerns</td>
<td>Common emotional symptoms after treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cessation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Importance of follow-up care for emotional concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resources available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existential/spiritual concerns</td>
<td>Importance of spirituality and self-efficacy in recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Return to normal/identity crisis/uncertainty issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resources available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Targeted outcome/instrument**

- Social network mapping
- Follow-up care with provider
- General symptom distress (GSDD)
- Quality of life (QOL-BC)
- Preparedness for recovery (PRS)
- Perspectives of support from God (PSG)

### Table 2 PN training and responsibilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time required/component</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI/PN training</td>
<td>1 hour screening/informational session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length/CITI training session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 hours/training sessions ×2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN/BCS program</td>
<td>1 to 2 hours/weekly meetings for month 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 hours per month/weekly reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phone calls during month 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Role play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish communication and goals of program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health teaching, expected survivorship challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess and provide support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interview participation at end of 2-month intervention for process evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** GSDD, General Symptom Distress Scale; PRS, Preparedness for Re-Entry Scale; PSG, Perspectives of Support from God Scale; QOL-BC, Quality of Life-Breast Cancer.
of the 2-month PN intervention. All study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board, and all participating BCSs completed informed consent and HIPAA authorization.

### Study variables
Table 3 details the measures used to evaluate the outcomes and feasibility of this program. The PI collected all of the baseline and post-intervention measures.

#### Feasibility outcomes
The feasibility of the PN intervention was measured using: the number of potential PNs approached to have one participate in training and complete the navigation program; the expressed ability of PNs to take more than two BCSs in future; and the retention of PNs in the 2-month program. BCS feasibility measures included: the number of potential BCSs approached to have four participate and complete the navigation program; and the number retained for the 2-month program. In addition, the cost of the PN program was evaluated as number of PI hours, and cost of total PN hours, resources, and materials.

#### Instruments
The main outcome variables for this study were guided by Ferrell et al’s QOL in Cancer Survivors Model which was created and validated through studies involving bone marrow transplant survivors and BCSs. In this model, physical well-being includes intermediate and late effects associated with cancer treatments. Psychological well-being includes emotional issues, anxiety, and mental distress post-treatment. Social well-being considers the financial implications of going through treatment, availability of follow-up care, and the evolution of roles and relationships after cancer treatment. Finally, spiritual well-being includes religiosity, power, and self-transcendence. All four domains are hypothesized to have a specific and important effect on the QOL of the cancer survivor.

### Quality of Life-Breast Cancer instrument
The Quality of Life-Breast Cancer instrument (QOL-BC) was created for long-term cancer survivors and has since been adapted for all survivors to measure health-related QOL in physical, emotional, and social dimensions. The QOL-BC has demonstrated adequate internal consistency reliability with Cronbach alpha estimates greater than 0.70 for subscales and total scale. QOL-BC mean scores can range from 0 to 10, with higher mean scores indicative of better QOL.

### General Symptom Distress Scale
The General Symptom Distress Scale (GSDS) is a brief, four-item instrument assessing ranking of specific symptoms, overall symptom distress, and management of symptoms. This instrument was validated with cancer patients and demonstrated satisfactory internal consistency and test–retest reliability, as well as good construct validity and predictive validity. GSDS summative scores can range from 13 to 65, with higher summative scores indicating higher levels of distress.

### Table 3 Intervention components and targeted outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Feasibility outcomes</th>
<th>Preliminary evaluation outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PNs          | • Number of potential PNs approached to have two participate in training and complete the navigation program  
• Ability of PNs to assess preliminary evaluation outcomes  
• Acceptability, interactions with interdisciplinary team members – qualitative interview  
• Expressed ability of PN to take more than two BCSs in future – qualitative interview  
• Retention in program with BCSs for 2 months | • Emotional and physical effects for PN post-program – qualitative interview  
• Satisfaction with participation – qualitative interview |
| BCSs         | • Number of potential BCSs approached to have four participate and complete the navigation program  
• Retention in program with PN for 2 months  
• Expressed acceptability by BCS – qualitative interview | • QOL-BC baseline and post-intervention  
• Preparedness for recovery – baseline and post-intervention  
• Follow-up appointment – percentage of BCSs who visit primary care provider within 2 months post-treatment  
• General Symptom Distress Scale – baseline and post-intervention  
• Social network mapping – baseline and post-intervention  
• PGS – baseline and post-intervention |
| System/community | • Cost of PN program (number of PI hours, cost of total PN hours, resources, and materials) | |

**Abbreviations:** BCSs, breast cancer survivors; PGS, Perspectives of Support from God Scale; PI, primary investigator; PN, peer navigator; QOL-BC, Quality of Life-Breast Cancer.
Preparedness for Recovery Scale
The Preparedness for Recovery Scale (PRS) assesses perceived preparedness for “reentry” after acute illness or stress, 27 and includes two items: “Overall, I feel very well-prepared for what to expect during my recovery”, and “Overall, I feel the medical team has done a great deal to prepare me for what to expect during my recovery from breast cancer treatment”. Responses are rated on a Likert-type scale, and the items show high correlation (n=415; r=0.84; P=0.0001). Mean scores for the PRS can range from 0 to 4, with a higher score indicating greater preparedness for recovery.

Perspectives of Support from God Scale (PGS)
The PGS quantifies spiritual support believed to come from God, 28 in contrast to other spiritual instruments that assess spiritual support believed to come from religion, including the community, clergy, or health care providers. It was created specifically for AA cancer survivors, and was first cognitively pretested in a small sample of AA cancer survivors, utilizing the “think aloud” method to determine how respondents understood the items and their responses. The PGS is divided into two subscales, the Support from God (PSG-SFG) and God’s Purpose for Me (PSG-GPM). 28 The PSG-SFG reflects the perspective of a direct connectedness to God, with an emphasis on looking beyond self and less on illness to the powerfulness of God. Summative scores for the PSG-SFG can range from 0 to 36. The PSG-GPM reflects strategies used to cope with the earthly realities of illness, with an emphasis on how God is working through the illness to build character within one’s self. Summative scores for PSG-GPM can range from 0 to 24. Test–retest assessment showed Pearson’s correlations of 0.94 for the PSG-SFG subscale, and 0.88 for the PSG-GPM subscale. Results also indicated that the PGS had an inter-item correlation greater than 0.30, and Cronbach alpha for reliability for both the PSG-SFG factor and PSG-GPM factor were greater than 0.70, indicating reliability.

Additional measures
Follow-up appointments
Follow-up appointments with health care providers (primary care and oncologists) were self-reported based on primary care and oncology appointments made and attended by BCSs during the follow-up period. Follow-up appointments by BCSs were categorized as scheduled (yes or no) and completed (yes or no).

Social network mapping
Social isolation was self-reported by the BCS, who was instructed to draw a social network map, indicating all contacts considered by the BCS to be a source of support. The number of each BCS’s social contacts was reported and compared pre- and post-navigation intervention.

Qualitative data collection
A PN interview was conducted after the completion of the 2-month intervention, utilizing a semistructured interview guide (Supplementary material). The interview explored the PN’s perceptions concerning the acceptability of the intervention and emotional effects of participating in the program, as well as the expressed ability of the PN to navigate more than four BCSs at the same time in the future.

Interviews were also conducted with all BCSs after completion of the intervention to explore acceptability of the PN program and suggestions for improvement of the intervention.

Data analysis
Quantitative analysis
Due to the nature of a POC study and the resulting small sample sizes, power analyses were not appropriate, 29 and effect sizes (pre-to-post-changes in scores) were not assessed. Data were reported as medians and ranges for the BCSs’ preparedness for recovery, PGS, general symptom distress, and QOL-BC at baseline and post PN program.

Qualitative analysis
Open-ended interviews with BCSs were recorded and transcribed verbatim by a professional transcriptionist, using a secure HIPAA-compliant file transfer. Utilizing descriptive iterative analysis, a content analysis was performed using NVivo 10.0 software (QSR International, Pty, Doncaster, Australia), as described by Mayring 30 through an inductive and deductive approach. Mayring’s inductive analysis is driven by constant comparison, where categories are tentative and delineate the aspects of the textual material. The deductive analysis, guided by the theoretical frameworks of the QOL Applied to Cancer Survivors, 21 and the DSIT, 19 works with the prior formulated theoretically derived components of the analysis. The categories were then revised and reduced to main categories, and then checked for their reliability. An experienced qualitative mentor reviewed transcripts and codes separately, in order to ensure agreement of descriptions and reach consensus of ideas.
Merging qualitative and quantitative data

The PI combined quantitative and qualitative data after separate initial analysis to best understand PN experiences with training and participation in the navigation program. Data were merged in a comparative matrix, and both sets of results were compared and analyzed. This allowed integration of both data sources to understand the feasibility and acceptability of the PN intervention. Complementary data served to triangulate findings where appropriate.

Results

Quantitative findings

BCS characteristics

The PN intervention was carried out with four BCSs, with ages ranging from 40–59 years, who had been diagnosed with stage II (n=2) or stage III (n=2) breast cancer. Two BCSs had no high school degrees, and two BCSs had a high school degree. The income ranges represented were less than $10,000 (n=2), and $10,000–$19,000 (n=2).

Feasibility of recruitment

Four eligible potential navigators were in contact with the PI to discuss this opportunity. One (25%) agreed to participate as a PN and completed the necessary human resources paperwork. Those who did not agree to participate cited time and limited knowledge on breast cancer as reasons for not participating. It is important to note, as well, that the original protocol included two PNs and one alternate PN, to pair one PN with two BCSs. An extensive background check conducted in South Carolina was needed to secure the PN who resided in New York as a temporary employee. This resulted in a delay of 2 months to start the intervention, however, and the protocol was altered to proceed with one PN for all four BCSs.

Eight potential BCS participants were approached to identify four eligible BCS participants (50%). Reasons for exclusion of non-eligible participants included being on active treatment, having a recent recurrence of breast cancer, and having a stage IV breast cancer diagnosis. Issues for recruitment of eligible BCS participants included nonresponse from BCSs, and being unable to commit to weekly meetings.

Feasibility of retention

One PN was enrolled who completed all trainings and attended all required meetings for implementation of the navigation program. This PN navigated four BCSs, and expressed a perceived inability to take on more than four BCSs at a given time in future program implementation. All of the four BCSs who were originally enrolled in the PN program completed the program after 2 months, for a 100% completion rate. No adverse events occurred during the implementation of this program.

The PN completed a total of 64 hours of program activities including training (8 hours) and implementation of the PN program (56 hours), and was compensated for the training ($160) and navigation ($1120) components of the program. The entire program cost, including compensation of BCSs, was $1600 over a 4-month period. This translates to $400 per BCSs as the cost of the intervention.

Preliminary comparison of quantitative outcomes

Seventy-one percent of all appointments were made and kept. Fourteen percent of all appointments were scheduled but not completed, and an additional 14% of appointments were not scheduled at all. Barriers to attending follow-up appointments included lack of childcare and transportation. The PN did reach out to the resource center at the BCS’s cancer center to attempt to address these issues.

Table 4 provides study outcome data; due to the small sample size in this POC study, data are reported as median and ranges for all measures. Although it is not possible to make inferences due to the small sample size and potential for variability, we observed an increase in the median social contacts from 1.5 pre-PN program to 3.0 contacts post-PN program, and increases in the median scores for the PRS and the two PRS subscales (PSG-SFG and PSG-GPM) from pre- to post-PN program, while the median general symptom distress scores of the GSDS decreased from 42.0 to 21.0. The only variable that showed an unexpected change was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Pre-PN program (median and range)</th>
<th>Post-PN program (median and range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSDS</td>
<td>42.0 (31.0–51.0)</td>
<td>21 (7.0–27.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOL-BC</td>
<td>6.03 (5.16–6.87)</td>
<td>5.55 (4.4–5.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRS total</td>
<td>1.75 (1.5–4.0)</td>
<td>2.75 (2.0–3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSG-SFG</td>
<td>29.0 (18.0–36.0)</td>
<td>33.0 (29.0–35.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSG-GPM</td>
<td>18.0 (15.0–24.0)</td>
<td>23.0 (21.0–24.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSNS</td>
<td>1.5 (0.0–3.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.0–5.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: GSDS: ranges from 13–43; higher summative score indicates higher levels of distress. QOL-BC: 0–10; higher mean score indicates higher quality of life. PRS: 0–4; higher mean score indicates greater preparedness. PSG: divided into two subscales: PSG-SFG: summative scores can range from 0–36; PSG-GPM: summative scores can range from 0–24.

Abbreviations: GSDS, General Symptom Distress Scale; PN, peer navigator; PRS, Preparedness for Re-Entry Scale; PSG, Perspectives of Support from God Scale; PSG-SFG, PSG God’s Purpose for Me; PSG-GPM, PSG Support from God; QOL-BC, Quality of Life-Breast Cancer; SNM, Social Network Mapping.
the QOL-BC, with a decrease in the median score from 6.03 to 5.55 pre- to post-PN program.

Qualitative findings

BCS experiences

Six main themes were identified in the analysis of the BCS qualitative interviews in two areas including: 1) direct benefits derived from program participation (“learning to ask the right questions”, “start living life again”, “shifting my perspective”, “wanting to give back”), and 2) mechanisms of program benefit (“home visits are powerful”, and “we both have a journey: support from someone who has been there”). Table 5 depicts excerpts that illustrate each of the themes, taken from BCS interviews, and Figure 2 categorizes these themes within the QOL Model Applied to Cancer Survivors.

Learning to ask the right questions

All of the BCSs indicated that the PN encouraged them to be informed at their follow-up appointments with both primary care providers and oncologists. They had previously felt uninformed during their appointments, often leaving with unanswered questions. Based on the urging of the PN, however, they described reading educational materials from the American Cancer Society that were provided before their appointments and could come prepared with questions, and be active in their follow-up care.

Start living life again

All of the BCSs indicated some level of self-perceived anxiety and/or depression as they entered the program. Most (3/4) described feeling angry about their diagnosis and having subsequent difficulties going through treatment and now survivorship. After the completion of the PN program, however, all four of the BCSs felt more prepared to start “living life” again. They indicated they were more willing to wear “regular” clothes (described as more form-fitting), attend social events at their respective churches, and start to adjust to their new sense of normality in life.

Shifting my perspective

Most of the BCSs (3/4) indicated at the beginning of the PN program that they felt alone in their journey after cessation of treatment, confirming some level of isolation. There was a “why me?” perspective that was shared among the BCS participants. Through conversations with the PN, who had endured significant complications with surgery and treatment, the BCSs began to shift their perspectives and recognized that they were not alone, realizing that their battle was no greater or lesser than another BCS.

Wanting to give back

Based on the benefits they received from the PN, all of the BCSs stated that they would like to get to the point where they would also be willing to share their own story with others. One BCS felt empowered to look into speaking about her diagnosis and treatment experiences to others, in hopes of encouraging their own screening efforts. The shift in perspective also contributed to this want and need to give back to others. Many BCSs stated that now that they knew their journey could be used for good, they were more willing to talk about it.

Home visits are powerful

When asked about the organization of the program, three out of four BCSs expressed a need for more home visits. BCSs stated that they felt decreased isolation from sitting with the PN, and from the face-to-face conversations, versus phone calls that occurred in month 2. In addition, all BCSs indicated that they looked forward to seeing the PN, and that having her in their home made her feel like “family”.

We both have a journey: support from someone who has been there

All BCSs expressed a great deal of support from the PN because they shared a common journey. For the BCSs, three of four indicated they had at least one source of social support, though the level of support from their own family and friends was not comparable to the support from the PN. The fact that they were both AA BCSs immediately bonded them. All BCSs wanted to hear from someone who had been through and “successfully” survived breast cancer and treatment, and had been through what they had been through. Although all of the BCS and PN treatment trajectories differed, there was a distinct commonality among them because they were all BCSs.

PN experiences

PN training

The PN indicated that the training sessions were helpful to understand what to expect when meeting with the BCSs. Initially, the PN expressed anxiety speaking with the women, because she claimed that she did not have prior medical knowledge, and “was afraid that she wouldn’t know how to answer their questions”. The training session allowed her to have greater insight into what she did have to offer, stating
Table 5 Excerpts illustrating themes – BCS interviews

Learning to ask the right questions
- It helped me out a lot. She gave me a lot of knowledge, and stuff like that. And anything I don’t understand, she gave me, you know, she said, just ask questions if I don’t understand. Ask questions, don’t just sit back and, oh, ok. So now she’s got me asking questions, especially when it comes to my health.
- She told me to ask questions. Of every person that is taking my blood or doing a test, or the doctors and nurses. She told me that I have to ask questions when I don’t understand. And before, I really would just do what they told me to do, without knowing why. They said to take a medicine, I took it, and they said, you know, to go here for this test, and I did it. But I never asked why. I just went, and was angry when I didn’t understand what I was doing.
- Now I ask questions all the time. I make extra appointments if I don’t feel right. I never wanted to ask for help.

Start living life again
- It helped me stop being so depressed. Stop being so down. She taught me, uh, to start living. To be myself, you know, to start back dressing, and everything else. Stop laying around and feeling sorry for myself and stuff like that, you know, cause there’s no purpose for that. You know, so that’s what I’m starting to do, I’m starting to live.
- She was telling me that there’s other things out there that we can do, you know, support groups and all that, and, um, ever since then, you know, I’ve been looking forward.
- I, just like last week or so, I bought these pajamas, and it comes down to here (points to thighs), and I said, I’m gonna put these on. So my girl, she said, where’d you get that? And I said, I done had this, and she said, you look real nice in it.

Shifting my perspective
- The one thing that I’m taking away, you know, is knowing that I’m not the only one. That there’s people that was worse than I am. And it’s making me realize to stop feeling sorry for myself, you know.
- And every woman went through their battle, but every woman was none less than the other. Because what I went through is any less than anyone else, to me, you went through your battle, and you have mental scars, I have physical. One is no less than the other.
- I was pretty depressed before. I felt like what I was going through was terrible, and I said, why me? And then I talked to her about it, and she said that she never asked herself that question. She said that she said, why not me? And she’s right, you know? It might as well have been me than anyone else, and then things changed. It’s like the light bulb happened. And I didn’t feel so terrible anymore.

Wanting to give back
- And then wanting to help others and stuff, too. She makes me want to go out and speak, you know, and stuff. She got me feeling like I could go out and do talks and stuff now, to people now.
- How blessed I feel now that I’ve heard her story and can start to share mine with others.
- I’m really looking forward to giving back, now that I know my journey isn’t as bad as it could have been. I want to give to other women who are going through this.

Home visits are powerful
- I could have did it for, like, 2 days out of a week. Yeah, but I would have preferred all home visits instead of the phone calls.
- I would do all home visits. I really got a lot out of sitting with her, and we talked and talked, and I really found that to be really helpful. The phone calls were ok, but the home visits really helped because I looked forward to them. Man – we had some really great times.

We both have a journey: support from someone who has been there
- Wish I would have met her when I was diagnosed. Somebody who’s been through it. Or even she went through it, and I would have known what to expect. And then, she’s a good inspiration as well. I would have wished I would have met somebody like her a long time ago.
- To tell you the truth, I didn’t think I needed this. I was like, please, I don’t need this. I got my family’s support. But it ain’t NOTHING (emphasis) like support, too, of another woman who has been through the same thing. I can get the support of my family all day long, but they can’t give me something that I want to hear from someone who has been through what I’ve been through. You need to hear that, you know what, I hadn’t been through what these women been through. That would give me more courage, and it would make me feel more better.
- We need to have someone who has gone through it. My boyfriend doesn’t understand, and my children don’t understand, even though they are supportive. I needed to hear from another woman who had been through it. That’s why we are so close now – we both have a journey.
- She told me about all of the things I could expect now that I was finished with treatment. And I really felt like she was giving me so much information so that I could be prepared. That’s the thing, I felt so good about it, because before, they just say, congratulations, you’re done with chemo. And now, I really knew that it was okay that I wasn’t feeling great, that I wasn’t happy all the time. I thought something was wrong with me before, but she told me that it’s all totally normal. Man. It made me feel so much better.
- Yeah, cause some people might be like me at first, all shy, and quiet, and didn’t really want to say nothing. It took time, to break me out like that (PN nods her head). She broke me out of my shell.

Abbreviations: BCS, breast cancer survivor; PN, peer navigator.

that “it allowed me to assist the ladies in a more productive way. I knew what my limits was, and what my limits wasn’t”. The PN expressed that role-playing sessions were extremely beneficial to demonstrate how to handle difficult situations.

PN program implementation
The PN felt that she was a source of support for the BCSs, both in dealing with their cancer survival, and the stressors that exist in other aspects of life. There was a mutual relationship and bond that formed quickly, per the PN, because
they had both endured breast cancer and could share in a common journey.

We talked about everything — not just cancer, but their day-to-day life. Because that has a lot to do with cancer — you know, stress. So I just tried to talk to them about every aspect of their lives [...]. I wished I had someone who had gone through it, because so much is going through your mind. Like I said, I had the family support, but talking to someone who has walked that mile is different. (PN)

The PN encouraged all BCS participants to ask questions and continue with routine preventive screening. She stressed the importance of follow-up care, colorectal cancer screening, and being informed at appointments so that the BCSs knew the appropriate questions to ask. The PN also gave each BCSs a small notebook to keep track of medications, appointments, and questions for upcoming appointments.

I tried to stress with them, is make sure they stay on top of their appointments, and while they’re in their appointments with the doctor, say, if there is something they do not understand. They have all rights to ask questions, and do not stop asking questions until they fully understand. (PN)

There were also benefits that the PN perceived she received as a result of participating in this program. She felt that she was here as a survivor, put here by God, to be an example and model for other women enduring this struggle. The PN stated that she felt strong and confident as a “warrior” that had survived cancer, and she wanted to inspire others to live their life in a similar fashion. By helping the BCSs, she stated, she was also helping herself.

The PN suggested changes to improve the format of the PN program. She felt that an extended length of the overall program would be helpful for the BCSs. Some BCS participants took 2 weeks or more to really open up to the PN, and a longer program could allow for richer, more meaningful relationships, per the PN. In addition, the PN felt that 2 hours were needed for each in-person meeting, to allow for discussion and reflection of goals and BCSs’ experiences.

**Figure 2** Qualitative themes according to QOL Model Applied to Cancer Survivors.

**Abbreviations:** AA, African American; BCS, breast cancer survivor; QOL, quality of life.
Discussion
Feasibility of the intervention
This is the first known published study of its kind that evaluated the implementation of a peer navigation intervention in AA BCSs. Previous research explores peer support as a tool for specific outcome measures, including reproductive health, psychosocial health, and supportive care; however, this intervention is unique in its QOL multidomain approach to both intervention development and outcomes assessment. It became clear, however, that because the role of PN in the current study does not involve interaction with the BCSs’ interdisciplinary medical team, and is largely community-based, the term “survivor coach” may be more fitting than “peer navigator”. Although the impetus for this intervention was the supportive role of the navigator, it became clear that the role in this study was more supportive than facilitative.

This study was informed by our prior qualitative study describing AA BCSs’ QOL after treatment leading to the development and preliminary testing of a peer navigation survivorship program. Results indicate that the intervention is feasible in terms of cost, required time commitments, and acceptability by both PN and BCSs. The intervention was less feasible in terms of PN recruitment. It was somewhat challenging to find the appropriate person to fill the role of the PN, which is supported in the literature. Some of the potential PNs had issues related to previous work commitments and inability to commit to the responsibilities, and this precluded them from the position. The extensive lag-time required for the PN to complete the background check and hiring process, both on the part of the PN and the employer system, hindered the progress of the program due to the funding mechanisms of this research. In addition, the PN and BCSs both indicated that more home visits and an extended length of the program itself might be beneficial, but it is possible that this could actually decrease the feasibility of the intervention.

Outcomes assessment
While sample size limits the inferences that can be made in terms of program outcomes, and this was not the primary aim of the study, we examined the median scores at baseline and post-intervention in QOL outcomes. An increase was observed in the median scores for participants’ ratings of preparedness for reentry into survivorship, as well as their reports concerning having a closer relationship with God post-intervention. In addition, a decrease in median general symptom distress scores was observed. While it is not possible to attribute these outcomes to the PN intervention, these results do indicate that the distress perceived by the BCSs from the symptoms may decrease, which would be a favorable outcome. The QOL-BC did show an unexpected change with a small decrease in the median score of QOL. It is possible that there may have initially been a false inflation of QOL scores at the pre-intervention data collection. During the intervention, the PN worked extensively with the BCSs on being honest about symptoms, distress, anxieties, and other issues, and this could have had an effect on the post-intervention QOL decrease, which may have more accurately represented the true QOL for the BCSs. Overall, however, these results do support further testing of the intervention.

Future research
The results from this POC study support the feasibility of a PN intervention in AA BCSs and demonstrate largely favorable changes in outcomes related to QOL in the BCSs. The study results also provide several areas for further research. Building on findings from this study, the next steps should consider alterations to the PN intervention to lengthen the program (4–6 months) and increase the number and duration of home visits, in a future adequately funded trial which may increase feasibility for PN recruitment. While the potential PN candidates expressed concerns about the time commitment, this might reflect the short-term nature of this specific project and not the ability to expand the length of the program, and number of home visits. Further exploration is needed to determine the motivating factors for PN participation, as this could determine a successful intervention. Future recruitment of PNs should continue to be community based, where leaders in the AA community identify strong candidates for this role. Future studies will include a subsequent pilot study with an updated iteration of the intervention, and eventual adequately powered randomized controlled trials investigating efficacy of the PN intervention.

Future research should also focus on examining the maximum number of BCSs that can be adequately supported by a PN. While the PN in this study indicated that four BCSs was appropriate and feasible, it is possible that two BCSs to one PN may allow for more quality interaction and time spent. In addition, future iterations of the navigation program will attempt to closely pair navigators with BCSs who are similar in stage of diagnosis and socioeconomic status, based on the theoretical framework of the DSIT, where there is increased likelihood that effective communication will occur when individuals identify with a common goal or condition.
Design strengths and limitations

This mixed-methods approach was carefully constructed to explore feasibility issues related to peer-navigation training and to inform a future pilot study for the intervention. Combining both deductive and inductive approaches in a convergent parallel design strengthens the study design and allows for greater insight into peer-navigation training.18 While we recognize that involvement of the PI in all parts of the study may lead to bias, the PI conducted all data collection, data entry, qualitative interviews, and analysis to increase standardization of the study and decrease the potential for variance.37 An expert qualitative researcher was involved in the selection of participants and qualitative analysis to limit any potential biases. Community partners and support-group leaders helped with the purposive recruitment to identify as varied a sample as possible.

The small sample size limited the inferences that could be made from the findings of this POC study. In addition, several potential moderating and mediating factors associated with QOL outcomes could not be considered in this study but should be examined in future larger studies. Due to the sample size of this POC study, the PI was unable to closely pair navigators with BCSs who were similar in stage of diagnosis and socioeconomic status, although it is likely that enhanced communication could occur when individuals identify with a common goal or condition. In addition, interactions among interdisciplinary team members were not examined in the study.

When measuring a latent variable such as QOL, preparedness for recovery, symptom distress, or perspectives of support from God, participants could have inflated their self-assessment of these constructs, based on knowledge of the purpose of study and social-acceptability biases.38 The PI explained the purpose of accurate answers from all respondents, and discouraged discussion of their participation in this study with other potential participants. There is potential for random and systematic errors within this study design. Utilizing self-assessment instruments that have demonstrated internal reliability25–28 limits random error; however, it is expected that there will be slight errors in any measurements. None of the instruments used in this study had been previously tested in AA BCSs, with the exception of the Perspectives of Support from God Scale.28 There is also potential for varying degrees of religiosity in the BCSs, in terms of the role of God in their survivorship. This might limit the effect of the PN intervention on each BCS, although the PN tailored each session to the individual needs of each BCS.

Conclusion

This mixed-method, POC study evaluated the feasibility, acceptability, and the direction of changes in outcomes of a PN intervention among AA BCSs. Results indicate that the intervention is feasible and acceptable to both PN and BCS. Several areas for future research are noted, but results support current literature that indicates that AA women who have survived breast cancer can be an important source of support, knowledge, and motivation for those completing breast cancer treatment.
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Supplementary material

Semistructured peer navigator (PN) interview guide

1. Interview post-PN training (for process evaluation only)
Questions:
1. Tell me about your experience with this training.
2. What part of the training did you feel you got the most out of? Why?
3. What part of the training do you think you could have done without? Why?
4. Was there anything missing from this training that you feel you may need to know prior to working with your breast cancer survivors?
5. Do you feel you received benefit from the role-playing exercises?

2. Interview 2 months post-PN intervention (for process evaluation only)
Questions:
1. Tell me about your experience working with your breast cancer survivors.
2. How do you feel that you made an impact with your navigation and support?
3. What education/resources that you offered do you think were most valuable?
4. What education/resources that you offered do you think were least valuable?
5. What, if anything, do you think might have been missing from your interactions with your breast cancer survivors?
6. After completing the intervention, do you feel you were adequately trained and provided the resources needed to work with your breast cancer survivors?
7. Were there any emotional issues that arose for you personally, through your participation in this program?
8. Tell me about your interactions with other members of the health care team.
9. Was it difficult to complete the requirements of being a PN in this program? Why or why not?
10. Did you feel supported throughout the program by the research team?